The Frog Prince
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Answers
• Follow-up questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

playing with her golden ball
to the woods
it fell into the well
a frog
that he could bring her ball back
that she would be his friend
She thought the frog woud forget about it.
The frog couldn’t run as fast as the princess.
eating dinner
closed the door
that she was frightened
He said a promise must be kept.
She said he was ugly and slimy.
in a corner
under her pillow
it turned into a prince
He told her a wicked old woman had bewitched him and only the princess
could break the spell.
18. The prince and princess were married and lived happily ever after.
• Page 21: Nouns: hat, ball, meal, stairs, well, cheek, night, prince Verbs: rolled,
promised, go, flew, jumped, looked, leaped
• Inside Back Cover: 1) king/queen 2) daughter/son 3) sun/moon 4) ball/bat
5) hands/feet 6) back/forth 7) table/chair 8) down/up 9) father/mother
10) prince/princess 11) cup/saucer 12) night/day Word pairs will vary.
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The Frog Prince

Once there was a King who had several lovely daughters. The
youngest daughter was very beautiful. Even the Sun, who sees so many
wonders, could not help marveling every time he looked into her face.
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One warm day the beautiful little Princess went into the forest and sat
at the rim of a cool well. There she played with her golden ball, tossing it
up and catching it in her little hands.
This was her favorite game and she never tired of it.
One day, as the Princess tossed her golden ball into the air, it did not
fall into her hands as usual. Instead, it fell to the ground and rolled to the
rim of the well. Then it fell into the water.
The Frog Prince
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Nouns and Verbs
If you know nouns and verbs, the frog will hop all the way to the palace.
Remember, a noun is a person, place, or thing. A verb shows action.
If the word is a noun, put an N on the line and color ONE hop.
If the word is a verb, put a V on the line and color TWO hops.
well ____
jumped ____
hat ____

rolled ____

cheek ____

ball ____
night ____

promised ____

looked ____

meal ____

prince ____
go ____
leaped ____

stairs ____
flew ____
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Help the frog find the princesss bedroom.

Following Directions

N
Follow the directions below.

W

E
S

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Enter the castle; turn east and hop to the end of the hallway.
Go north; enter the room on the left.
This is the kitchen; write kitchen in the space.
Leave the kitchen and hop east to the next room.
This is the maid’s room; write maid in the space.
Leave the maid’s room and hop north.
Pass by the room on the right; enter the room at the end of the hall.
This is the king’s bedroom; write king in the space.
Leave the king’s bedroom and hop west.
Enter the large room at the end of the hallway.
This is the grand ballroom; write ballroom in the space.
Leave the ballroom through the west door; hop west to the end of the
hall.
Turn south; hop to the next room.
This is the princess’s bedroom; write princess in the space.
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